
Nature Club Report 2018-2019 
The club comprised of 50 students from B.A,B.SC,B.Com and TTM department.It was formed 
to sensitize the importance of nature in this fast advanced globalised world.The aim of our 
college and Club is eco friendly and plastic fee campus. The new members of the club were 
given by a warm welcome by the senior club members .They gave friendly talk regarding our 
work in progress. Nature club merged with WWS and NSS thus conducted a meeting for the 
students by the club coordinators  for plastic free campus.They campaigned considering  the 
mentioned topic. 

As kerala witnessing a harsh and humid climate students were distributed saplings  and growbag 
to make them grow in their home.Sukanya ,Raihana and Abhiraj brought some plants after 
growing at home to college.Cabbage ,Cheera,tomato,chillies were the vegetables grown by 
them.Regular watering and removal of weeds were done accordingly.Some ayurvedic herbs like 
"Aloevera,Kaiyonni,brahmi,vayambu were purchased  from palode ayurvedic farm as part of 
herbal gardening.At the same time for gardening we purchased Melestomia,Rose,bougaivilla 
from evergreen nursery kallara.The best volunteers of the last academic year was given prize on 
college day and consolation prizes for the active members of the club. 

 

 

 

 

 

             



 

  A nature camp was organised on 23|1|2019. At Agri farm Peringamala. There were 55 

students from the club for faculty members visited the farm. We started our journey at 10 am 

from the college and reached there at 11:30 am. There were two farm,firstly we reached 

Banana farm. There we could see variety of banana cultivation. The entrance decorated with 

different kinds of flowers and fruits. Spending some time there and collecting information 

regarding the cultivation from the officer Maya. We moved to Jilla farm(Jilla Krishi Thottam). 

There we were welcomed by the agriculture officer Suresh Kumar. The entire history of the 

farm was shared by  the officer.He said that it was established in 1964 as a single unit and later 

split into two as ‘ banana farm’ and ‘Jilla Krishi Thottam’. A ‘waste to energy plant' is to be set 

inside the farm but the proper place is not yet identified by the government. ‘ Samara Panthal’ 

is set up by the native dwellers to protest the mission of the government as the place is unfit 

for such a project were lives thousands of people. The officer reported that there is no empty 

area to set up this life warning project as the farm is fully under cultivation. He walked along 

with us to show their cultivation. They use only organic waste as fertilizer for the growth of 

plants. We could see passion fruit in its initial stage, cocoa plants bearing fruits, hybrid Jampa, 

Sapotta, Coconut, different species of Jack Fruit tree etc. A stream and pond to freshen the 

mind and body of visitors and the peoples there. There were saplings of bud like Thailand 

Jampa, Jack fruit, Mango Trees, Rambuttan, Njara etc and vegetables like Brinjal, chillies, 

tomatoes, aloevera and the like. There were also rich garden setting. Beginning from the Orchid 

and Rose we can end up by 10 ’O’ clock flower. We had a grand lunch from the farm canteen 

departed from there at 3 pm. 

NATURE CAMP VISIT STUDENT LIST 

SL.NO NAME 
1 Rahul 
2 Sadique 
3 Al Ameen Noushad 
4 Tarun 
5 Sukanya 



6 Shehin sha 
7 Ashina 
8 Amina 
9 Summayya 

10 Mubeena 
11 Jamanshad 
12 Ashik 
13 Jiyas 
14 Pradeep 
15 Ijas 
16 Amal 
17 Shabin 
18 Rijas 
19 Ramees 
20 Asif 
21 Sahal 
22 Sanoosi 
23 Aslam 
24 Ansif 
25 Raihana 
26 Sha 
27 Aasimlal 
28 Sharath 
29 Sibin 
30 Raihana 
31 Ajmila 
32 Sha 
33 Bineesha 
34 Amina 
35 Shehna 
36 Ajmi 
37 Saran 
38 Haris 
39 Sabith 
40 Arshid 
41 Sandeep 
42 Ishad 
43 Theertha 
44 Amina Noushad 
45 Sajid 
46 Al Ameen 
47 Anantha Krishnan 



48 Fathima S.B 
49 Jancy 
50 Soofiya 
51 Aswathy J P 
52 Priyanka A P 
53 Abdul Fathah 
54 Tholhath 
55 Akshay Nath 

At Banana Farm, Peringamala 



Awareness class by Shri. Suresh Kumar,Agricultural Officer, Peringamala 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


